
Prologue 

The Ripple Said to 
the Tsunami 

The full moon floats in the night sky like a cataract. 
Heaven has turned a blind eye to the boat people. 
But you see everything, don't you? There, a tiny 
fishing boat carrying two hundred too 
many, bodies suspended over a blade of water. This 
is where myth and memory meet. Where history 
comes to daydream, immor- talised in ink, 
mortalised in minds. 
He is calling out to you, ong ha to lien. Ancestors. 
Here he sits, beneath entangled limbs and destinies. 
My father. Your son. You have watched him grow up 
from thumb-sucking infant to bullet-biting boy. You 
know him well; he does not disturb you from your 
resting place without good reason. 
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On the day of Vince's release, you could hear his laughter 
thundering through the entire neighbourhood. It was 
February 1998. The centre of summer. The timbre of his 
voice shook the trees and rumbled through the streets, 
tearing through the delicate seams of silence. He was 
with his posse of old friends, the type of kids that carry 
knives in their back pockets. Maybe it was a trick of the 
light but it was almost as if he had never left - there was 
Vince, sipping on his sugarcane juice. 
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And as Sonny watched him laugh with his mouth wide open 
and his neck craned as if in defiance of the sun, she tried to 
figure out what exactly this could mean for her. She hoped that 
maybe he would catch her eye and stop mucking around for 
one second, hold her gaze and make some kind of telepathic 
promise. Like: You look beautiful, I'm going to rescue you from 
your crazy mother. But of course, she wasn't in his line of sight 
and he was too concerned with pulverising glass bollles as he 
raced down the footpath to notice her anguish. Besides, she 
wasn't even sure if he remembered who she was. Sonny 
receded from the window, relieved she couldn't be seen like 
this. Framed by glass. Stuck in her bedroom. Soiled by the 
unspeakable. 



By 8pm, the sky had dimmed and the boys began to walk back home. They passed 
the karaoke room they had sung and slept in the night before and laughed. 
Beneath pockets of light on lonely street corners, they recalled the times before 
Vince's arrest. Those were the Golden Days. Needle-infested playgrounds, men lying 
on park benches and frothing at the mouth, yes. The silhouette of a handgun in the 
pocket of a boy who reminds you of your little cousin, yes. The amputees who roam 
the streets like sleepwalkers in their military fatigues, yes. 
But is that all you see? Try harder. You remember, even if you weren't there. The 
laughter in the streets, the sun warming you with your mother's love, at once 
distant and felt everywhere. Watch the way your friends dance in their sweat, limbs 
flailing and skin sizzling in the afternoon light, with enough mischief to escape their 
own shadows. Picture the thrones of cracked-leather chairs in restaurants where 
your name becomes currency. Keep your head up. Look everybody in the eye. Clear 
your throat. Your voice is the only thing that can save you. 

Under faltering light, Vince knew they had arrived home when he 
spotted the old shirt dangling from the sweat-stained bench in the 
front yard, beside a stack of overly ambitious dumbbells. Ever since 
the death of Alex's father when they were thirteen, it had become a 
place the boys could run to in times of need. It had given them 
something resembling freedom, at the very least somewhere to revel 
in the stench of week-old clothes, somewhere to drink milk straight 
from the bottle, somewhere you didn't stay up all night waiting for 
parents who kept forgetting to come home. Everything looked exactly 
like it had before: the sofa on the front porch, still covered in clear 
plastic tablecloth - as if to seal the freshness to fake leather - the 
sparse tufts of grass growing amongst the weeks, the pile of shoes 
outside the front door, a few pairs recently stolen from the piles of 
shoes outside a neighbour's front door. The window was boarded up 
with bolts and plywood. It had only recently been broken; shards of 
glass lay scattered in the moonlight. A break-in or a drive-by? Vince 
didn't bother to ask. 
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At the Boys' School, the annual wave of Year 7 students were 
viewed as utterly oblivious non-entities who breathed too 
much, and far too loudly, a detested vice redeemed only by 
their backpacks which jingled with the promise of lunch 
money. Luckily for Oscar, his appointment with the systemic 
abuse of the highschool hierarchy had been postponed; the 
older boys were too busy for bullying. The return of Vincent 
Tran left no room for sideshows. 
As the bell rang for first period, the reigning boys gathered 
outside, at the front gate where the flagpole stood. Oscar 
watched tentatively, caught in the middle of a crowd he 
mistook for a morning assembly. Strangers stood so close he 
could smell the sweat on the back of their necks. Their ashy 
elbows poked against his ribs. His better instincts wore his 
sister's face and screamed at him to weave his way out, but he 
stood still. He saw one of Vince's friends put a metal bin on the 
ground, and another climb a nearby tree to tear off a branch. 
Standing on the very tips of his toes, Oscar finally caught a 
glimpse of the famous Vince. He stood in all his glory, looking 
like Michelangelo's last word. Such origins might have 
explained his marbled musculature, the violent grace and 
violent liberty that marked his movements, as though he 
feared turning back into stone if he stayed still for too long. 
Vince's head jerked back wildly as he laughed with his eyes 
closed and his chin tilted towards the sun. Here was a man 
who had taught his sufferings to chisel him free. 
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l\ere was Vince, with his gleaming gold necklace, the 
jade Buddha nestled contentedly between his newly 
defined pectorals. There was Vince, with his sunny smile 
and over-gelled hair, lying in the Woolworths trolley as 
somebody less important pushed him along. There was 
Vince, never less than vibrant, always pulsating, always 
looking as though he was about to break out of his own 
body. 
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"\> This is how Vince made his first reappearance: standing

beneath a dying symbol, a sunrise scorching the edges of 
his evening eyes ... But in the eye's dark room, images of 
the invincible smile, the gathered brow, the tensed neck, 
the riverbed veins of a free hand, and the eternally 
unbuttoned buffon-up, were already beginning to develop. 
Chemicals mixed with light. There, against the dark lining 
of their eyelids, backlit by their most golden memory, 
would live the real Vince. The boy, the flesh of legend, the 
breath of an oral tradition. 
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'Have you got any secrets, Vince?' she asked. 
'Secrets?' 
'Yeah. You're just so you that it's almost like you have nothing to hide.' 
Vince was silent for a moment. 'There's this one thing I never tell no
one.' 
'What is it?' 
'If I told you, it wouldn't be a secret anymore -' 
'Please?' 
' - and it's a really long story.' 
'It's only midnight. We've got all the time in the world.' 
'Alright,' he said, taking a breath. 'It happened in Year 7, I think.' 
Sonny heard him shift again in his bed; something in his voice - the 
stillness, the gravity - made her guess that he was no longer lying flat 
but sitting up against his pillow. 
'Yeah, Mrs Bennett's class. That lady always hated me for some reason. 
Always asked me questions she knew I wouldn't know, made me stand 
up in class, tried to embarrass me. One of the first assignments we got 
was to write a poem. I remember thinking, if I write something good, I 
can show her I'm not as dumb as she thinks I am. I worked on it every 
day at home, even in the library at lunch. One day, when she was 
giving us our marks, she said, "Vince, you have to stay back when the 
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When everybody else went home, she took me aside and told me, "I know this 
isn't your work, Vince. Who'd you copy this from?" I was just confused, you 
know? I kept telling her it is my work. But all she said was, "Don't lie to me -
I know you couldn't have written this." That was the first time someone made 
me feel like I stole something. After a while, she just let me go 'cause she 
didn't have no evidence. I walked home droppin' tears, bro. I tore that poem 
up soon as I got home. Put it in the bin outside so nobody would see. 
Sonny ran an electrified hand over her scalp and tugged her hair in 
frustration. She knew teachers like Mrs Bennett. 'You never told your mum 
what happened, did you?' ... 'Do you remember what the poem was about?' 
'Not really. I remember what I called it, though. I Will by Vincent Tran.' 
'You put "by Vincent Tran" in the title?' 
'Yeah.' 
'That's the kind of confidence only kids in Year 7 have.' 
As he laughed, Vince turned to see his sister standing in her cot. Emma 
grabbed onto the bars and stared at him, prompting him to notice that the 
spaces in between were narrow enough to trap her chubby wrists. Cradling the 
walkie-talkie on his shoulder, he got up and reached into the cot to rock her in 
his arms. 
'I thought you were asleep. How long you been listening to anh hai talk for?' 
he mumbled to Emma. He hadn't been planning on telling the future about 

bell rings." The whole class heard. 
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The GHOST OF BANQUO enters and sits in MACBETH's 
place. 

MACBETH 
We would have all the nobility of Scotland gathered 
under one roof, if only Banquo were here. I hope it 
turns out that he's late out of rudeness, and not 
because something bad has happened to him. 
ROSS 
His absence means he's broken his promise, sir. If it 
pleases you, your highness, why don't you sit with us 
and grace us with your royal company? 
MACBETH 
The table's full. 
LENNOX 
Here's an empty seat, sir. 
MACBETH 
Where? 
LENNOX 
(pointing to where the GHOST sits) Here, my good 
lord. What's wrong, your highness? 
MACBETH 
(seeing the GHOST) Which one of you did this? 
LORDS 
What, my good lord? 
MACBETH 
(to the GHOST) You can't say I did it. Don't shake 
your bloody head at me. 

'I can still smell his cologne,' Najma said frantically. 
'Quick! Don't let it go to waste.' 
How selfless of him, to leave a trail of his smell for 
them to remember him by. The girls snorted the scent 
aggressively ... 
'He smells so blue,' Najma said with a muffled moan. 
'He does. Cool Water?' 
'By Davidoff? Could be, but I feel like that's too 
obvious. It's definitely a sophisticated, older man's 
scent - something aquatic.' 
Sonny pursed her lips and hummed in agreement. 
'I'd call it a sensual reinterpretation of ocean air. But 
it's not just saline, there's a mineral sparkliness to it.' 
'Elaborate on the sparkles, please.' 
'It's juicy, cool, with prominent bitter citrus notes. 
Bergamot, probably.' 
'Yeah, there's definitely a lot of depth to this one,' 
said Najma wistfully. 'The masculinity of oakmoss, 
but there are some softer hints of aromatic herbs as 
well. Rosemary and sweet dover, crushed and 
scorched by the Mediterranean sun. A really crisp, dry 
summer smell.' 
'Did you say summer spell?' 
'No, but we should stick with that. Sounds ... hot.' 
'Okay, a summer spell ... I think I'm getting closer,' 
Sonny whispered, squinting in concentration. 'Almost 
there ... ' 
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Vince nodded uncertainly. 'I won't tell no-one, Sonny.' 
'You're keeping too many of my secrets.' She smiled and, as 
she did so, her eyes surrendered their first tears. 'Usually when 
she screams at me, I can handle it, you know? I don't talk 
back. I can put everything aside and say sorry. It doesn't 
matter who's right or wrong. But this is different.' She looked 
down at her feet and then back up to him. 'You know what she 
said when I finally said something? She told me, "It takes two 
hands to clap."' 
He nodded gravely. 'Can I come over?' 
Sonny glanced inside the house. All the lights were turned off. 
She nodded to him. The trampoline jolted under his sudden 
weight. He sat beside her and she watched his face in the 
moonlight; his first and second fingers already slightly yellow 
with tobacco stains, his eyes, a mirror to the night sky. He 
looked like he wanted to wrestle with the dark. 
'Was it,' he began, unsure as to whether or not he should look 
at her, 'was it someone close to you? Family?' 
Sonny felt herself nod. Vince nodded too, to assure her that he 
heard, and looked down at his crossed legs. Sonny saw his fists 
clench at his sides. She rested her chin on the tops of her knees 
and stared ahead. Another tear was about to spill down her 
cheek but Vince took a tissue from his pocket and wiped it 
away. 
'Is that tissue dirty?' Sonny asked. 
'No . . .  ' 
'Then why was it in your pocket?' 
He looked away innocently, in the manner of making up an 
excuse. 'I just got these pants from the wash, so the tissue's 
been cleaned too.' It wasn't a lie. 
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The wedding portrait will catch hJ.i]1;1de and groom don't see her; they ore trapped in looks of love, a gooey and 
glutinous dessert. She will be careful wit� t�e image, take note of the delicate fringe which frames her face, her red and gold ao dai, her 
girlish smile. She holds a bouquet of bursting chrysanthemums and her husband holds her from behind, leaning his chin onto her 
shoulder, the vibrancy of his grin competing with that of the flowers. Their joy is so eager to evoke envy that it travels two decades into 
the future and glares up at her through the forgotten photograph. She will blink a lifetime away, a second time. She will look around, 
distrustfully, at the dream they have spent so long asleep in, at the framed photos of their accomplished children, his garden glimmering 
through the window, her cupboards filled with never-used china, and wonder where the two of them can possibly go from here. The 
tumble of the tyres as his car delivers him home will pull her from her thoughts. Her heartbeat will catch in her throat as she listens to 
the key turning. She will run to the door and pull it open as he pushes, feeling the latch that longs to be caught and held by its 
mechanical lover. There he is. This time like the flrst, she will be afraid even to blink. The light can sometimes withdraw if it flnds you 
with your eyes closed. 
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Vince stands outside in his garden. The cuttings from Lane Cove never made it through. But all around him, the ones from the embankment 
hold their faces up to the sun, seeming to see more of the sky, to breathe in the air around them. He thinks about their earlier life, behind 
that barbed-wire fence, and how we call things weeds when they flower in places we don't care to look. Hearing the groaning of tired 
springs, Vince gazes over the fence to flnd Sonny leaping from her trampoline. The crow-black hair catches the light. There she goes, the 
only girl he knows who can waltz with thin air. He stares, and stares, and cannot stop staring. To think that anything that ever happened in 
the history of all history has led to this. What an enormous thought, and yet true of every moment. He takes a breath and keeps it in, 
thinks of this hour on its own and holds it, not like a fugitive but like a fruit. He feels its tenderness. Suffers with it. Knows it has been 
waiting to be held just like this, for longer (hon anyone has been alive. Every metamorphosis has its melancholy. Every born blossom
already feels itself beginning to be forgotten. But ask the tree how it gets through summer, autumn, winter, spring, and it will tell you 
about the ending of everything. 
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At the time of publication, the following page was intended to be left blank in remembrance of a young boy's lost poem. The article had 
been declared missing since 4.08 pm on April 9th, 1994, shortly after the end of Mrs Bennett's English class that Tuesday. You may be 
surprised to discover, however, that the once empty page is empty no longer. The poem has since reappeared. At flrst almost invisibly, like 
a few specks of pillow dust or travelling pollen. And then as flne traces of graphite, like someone was trying to write something honestly 
but didn't want to cause the paper any pain. Finally, there was ink. Pale, pale lavender melting into the sepia tint of a grape skin, then 
deeper, and darker, until a semi-sparkling red. The concentrate of all those colours is how these words appear now. Black jellied stains, as 
indelible as the blood of a berry. In fact, the words were still nervously getting ready to exist at the moment you were turning over to this 
page, as if summoned by magic. Maybe the magic was you. Because you remember it, even if you weren't there. 
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I Will by ___________________ 

I will be

I will be

I will be

I will be

I will live longer than

I will make the stars

I will be louder than

I will be the action that

I will not be

I will struggle with

I will be more than

I will be the

I will be my

I will not believe

I will be what I should

I will be made



I Will by Vincent Tran 

I will be dawn 

I will be day 

I will be dusk 

I will be dark 

I will live longer than any sunflower 

I will make the stars gaze 

I will be louder than thunder 

I will be the action that learns to speak 

I will not be still in life 

I will struggle with serenity 

I will be more than my impression 

I will be the painting, not the painter 

I will be my self-portrait 

I will not believe the light’s distortions 

I will be what I should see 

I will be made in my own image 

from The Coconut Children by Vivian Pham 




